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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality

If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 

connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 

1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 

Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 

so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality

To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 

right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 

participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 

that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 

ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 

complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 

to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 

printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 

order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 

Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 

at www.straffordpub.com.
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• Skilled SBA lending attorney who is partner at Schenck Price Smith & King, LLC in

Florham Park, New Jersey, chair of the firm’s Banking & Finance Practice Group and

member of Workout Restructuring Practice Group and Corporate Law Group.

• Experience crosses a broad spectrum of lending areas, including real estate and asset-

based secured loans, construction loans, foreclosures and loan workout arrangements.

• Member of the National Association of Government Guaranteed Lenders (NAGGL) 7(a)

Trade Origination serving as chair of Region II Regional Liaison Committee, member of

Technical Issues Committee and instructor for the organization.

• Member of 504 National Association of Development Companies (NADCO) 504 Trade

Organization.

• Regularly presents in person and online seminars and conducts training sessions for

clients regarding all aspects of closing commercial loans and SBA loans, including

annual updates on the SBA SOPs.

• Represents several national and community lenders with regard to 7(a) and 504 Loans,

designated counsel for several 504 Certified Development Companies (CDCs).

• Former General Counsel of a Community Bank and Section Chief for the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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• Managing attorney of FLEITAS PLLC. A boutique law firm
specializing in Business, Real Estate, SBA and Immigration
Law Matters.

• Experience includes residential and commercial real estate
transactions, as well as Institutional Lender representation.

• Member of the National Association of Government
Guaranteed Lenders (NAGGL), Florida Association of
Government Guaranteed Lenders (FLAGGL) and the National
Association of Development Companies (NADCO).

• Represents several community lenders with regard to 7(a)
and 504 Loans, as well as counsel for 504 Certified
Development Company (CDC).
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• SBA 7(a) Loan Program 

• 504 Loan Program 

• 7(a) & 504 Comparison

• Standard Operating Procedures

• Approval and Authorization Process

• Documenting SBA Loans

• Unique SBA Issues/Time Sensitive Matters

• Servicing the Loan
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• The 7(a) Loan program is SBA’s primary business loan 
program

• The program has broad eligibility requirements and credit 
criteria to accommodate a wide range of financing needs 

• Maximum 7 (a) loan size = $5 million

• Maximum 7 (a) small loans & express loans =$350,000.

• Traditionally Maximum SBA guaranty to lender = 
– 85% for loans of $150,000 and less

– 75% for loans over $150,000

– 90% for Export Express, Working Capital and International Program 
loans

– 50% for SBA Express loans ($500,000 or less)

– Fees waived until September 30, 2021 when new fees introduce
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• SBA-charged fees: October 1, 2021 

Budget

• Borrower pays lender a one-time guaranty 

fee of 2.77%-3.75% of guaranteed amount 

(based on size of loan)

• 49%-.55% Guarantee fee paid by Lender 

to SBA
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• The SBA does not lend directly

• Small business submits application to lender

• If lender finds loan eligible and creditworthy:
– Lender with delegated authority approves loan, gets loan number from 

SBA, notifies applicant

– Lender without delegated authority submits loan to SBA for approval 

• Lender must certify that it would not provide the subject loan 
under the proposed terms and conditions unless it can obtain an 
SBA guaranty

• SBA’s approval is a guaranty that it will reimburse lender for 75-
85% of the lender’s loss on the loan if borrower defaults.  50% for 
Express. 90% for Cap Ex Lines of Credit

• Lender funds approved loan

• Borrower pays a guarantee fee to lender of 2.77%-3.75%, except 
for veterans.
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• The actual interest rate for a 7(a) loan is negotiated
between applicant and lender, but subject to SBA maximum

• Both fixed and variable interest rate structures are available

• “Maximum Rate” is comprised of two parts: (1) a base rate;
and (2) an allowable spread

• Three acceptable base rates:

1) Wall Street Journal Prime

2) London Interbank LIBOR base rate

3) SBA Peg Rate 

• SBA-charged fees: 
– One-time guaranty fee passed on to the borrower – 2.77%-

3.75% of guaranteed amount (based on size of loan)

– Ongoing fee paid by lender – will be .49%  to .55% per annum 
(waived until 9/30/2021)
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• SBA loan programs are generally intended to encourage longer term
small business financing, but actual loan maturities are based on the
following factors:
– Ability to repay

– Purpose of the loan proceeds

– Useful life of the assets financed

– Mixed Purpose Loans

• Maximum loan maturities: 
– 25 years for real estate

– Up to 10 years for equipment – depending on useful life of the equipment

– Generally, 7 to 10 years for working capital or inventory

– Export working capital up to 3 years

– Caplines up to 10 years (builders Caplines can be no more than 5 years)

– Leasehold improvements up to 10 years unless significant construction or build out
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• Most 7(a) loans are repaid with monthly payments of 

principal and interest

• Fixed-rate loan payments stays the same

• Variable rate loans, lender can establish the payment

amount when interest rates change or at other intervals,

as negotiated with the borrower

• Interest-only payments can be requested by applicants

during the start-up and expansions phases to allow the

business to generate income before it starts making full

loan payments (generally does not exceed one year)

• Balloon payments or call provisions are not allowed on 

any 7(a) loan
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• Lender may not charge a prepayment

penalty if the loan is paid off before

maturity or default interest.

• SBA, however, will charge a prepayment

fee (subsidy recoupment fee) if the loan

has a maturity of 15 or more years and is

pre-paid during the first 3 years (5% year

1; 3% year 2; 1% year 3).
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• The SBA does not permit its guaranty to be used as a substitute for

available collateral.

• SBA expects every 7(a) loan to be fully secured, but will not decline a

request to guaranty a loan if the only unfavorable factor is insufficient

collateral, provided all available collateral is offered.

• Every SBA loan is to be secured by all available assets (both business and

personal) until the recovery value equals the loan amount or until all assets

have been pledged to the extent that they are reasonably available.

• Personal guaranties are required from all of the principal owners of the

business.

• Liens on personal assets of the principals may also be required if business

assets do not fully secure the loan.

• When loan proceeds are being used to purchase assets, a first security

interest in those assets must be obtained.

• When loan proceeds are being used to refinance debt, the loan must be

secured with at least the same security as the debt that is being refinanced.
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• SBA Non Delegated Lenders: Non-Delegated Lender- Banks and other lenders who
have a track record of following SBA procedures and success with SBA-guaranteed
loans. By following these procedures, the lender can receive faster loan turn-around
from the SBA, who makes the final credit and eligibility decisions. The expertise of the
bank's loan officers helps make the SBA process faster and more accurate.

• SBA Delegated Lenders: Delegated Lender- These lenders have the highest level of
autonomy the SBA affords to lenders. According to the SBA, Preferred Lender
Program (PLP) banks have authority for "loan approval, closing, and most servicing
and liquidation authority and responsibility." Criteria for a bank to join the PLP include
nomination by an SBA Field Agent and:

– The ability to process, close, service and liquidate loans

– The ability to develop and analyze complete loan packages 

– A satisfactory performance history with SBA

– Lenders must be approved for these designations every two years
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• Depending on lender designation, submit complete 
applications for guaranty

• Execute loan authorizations

• Close loans in accordance with SBA program 
requirements (SOP 50 10) current SOP 50 10 6

• Maintain complete loan files

• Service loans in accordance with SBA program 
requirements. This can be outsourced, but the lender 
is responsible for contractor in the eyes of the SBA.

• Liquidate loans in accordance with SBA program 
requirements. This also is typically outsourced. 
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• 7(a) loan eligibility is based on four 

different factors:

1) Size – all recipients must be classified as 

“small” based on SBA size standards

2) Nature of Business

3) Use of Proceeds

4) Miscellaneous Factors
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• The Lender must certify that the Applicant 
does not have the ability to obtain some or all 
of the requested loan funds on reasonable 
terms from non-Federal, non-State, or non-
local government sources, including from the 
Lender, without SBA assistance. Failure of 
the Lender to adequately address the 
Applicant’s need for the desired credit in the 
credit memorandum may result in SBA 
denying the application.
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• A determination that some or all of the 

loan is not available from any of following 

sources:

– The liquidity of owners of 20% or more of the 

equity of the Applicant, their spouses and 

minor children, and the Applicant itself, or

– Conventional lenders or other non-Federal, 

non-State, or non-local government sources 

of credit.
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• Acceptable factors that demonstrate an 
identifiable weakness in the credit or 
exceed policy limits of the Lender include:

The business needs a longer maturity 
than the Lender’s policy permits to 
reasonably assure the ability of the loan 
application to repay the debt from the 
actual or projected cash flow of the 
business (for example, the business needs 
a loan that is not on a demand basis)
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• The requested loan exceeds the Lender’s 

policy limit regarding the amount that it 

can lend to one customer.

• The collateral does not meet the Lender’s 

policy requirements.

• The Lender’s policy normally does not 

allow loans to new businesses or 

businesses in the Applicant’s industry.
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• Any other factors relating to the particular 

credit (such as business and personal 

credit history) that cannot be overcome 

except for the guaranty. 
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• The Lender may not rely on the following 

factors as the sole basis to demonstrate 

that the Applicant does not have credit 

available elsewhere:

– The fact that the liquidity of the Lender 

depends upon the guaranteed portion of the 

loan being sold on the secondary market.

– The guaranty will allow the Lender to exceed 

its legal lending limit.
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• The Lender may not rely in any manner on 
the following factors to demonstrate that 
the Applicant does not have credit 
available elsewhere:

– The maintenance or improvement of the 
Lender’s rating or performance evaluation 
under the Community Reinvestment Act or its 
implementing regulations; or

– The improvement of the Lender’s collateral 
lien position. 
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• Loan recipients must be classified as “small” by the 
SBA. 

• Business size is based on one of two standards –
either:
1) By industry – measured in terms of either # of 

employees or gross revenues (established by SBA); OR

2) “Alternate Size Standard”:
• Maximum tangible net worth - $15 million or less, AND

• 2-year average net income after Federal income taxes of $5 
million

• Standards apply to applicant and any affiliates 
(combined)

• Determination of franchise eligibility regarded as a 
sub-set of size determination
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Industry SBA Standard

Manufacturing From 500 to 1,500 employees

Whole Sale Trades Up to 100 employees

Retail Trades
$2 million to $33.5 million in average 
annual receipts

Construction
$7 million to $33.5 million in average 
annual receipts

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting
$750,000 to $17.5 million in average 
annual receipts
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• Must be organized for profit

• Must be an operating (not passive) 
business

• SBA has general prohibitions against 
lending to businesses involved in lending, 
speculating, passive investment, pyramid 
sales, loan packaging, and gambling

• Other prohibitions include businesses 
promoting religion, certain private clubs, 
and municipalities.
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• Expansion/renovation

• New construction

• Purchase of land, equipment and/or fixtures

• Lease-hold improvements

• Working capital

• Inventory

• Business acquisition

• Start-ups and refinancing (only under certain 
conditions)

• Change of Ownership

• Debt Refinance under certain conditions
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• “Credit Elsewhere Test”

• Anti-discrimination rules

• Limitations on lending to agricultural 

enterprises
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• Generally, SBA loans must meet the following 
criteria: 

– Every loan must be for a sound business purpose

– There must be sufficient invested equity in the
business so it can operate on a sound financial
basis

– There must be potential for long-term success

– The owners must be of good character and
reputation (Form 1919, 1920)

– All loans must be so sound as to reasonably
assure repayment
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• Business able to obtain financing which

would not otherwise be provided due to

terms, collateral, equity, and/or time in

business

• Fixed maturity

• No balloon payments

• No prepayment penalty if maturity under 

15 years
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• The 504 Loan program is an economic development
program that supports American small business
growth and helps communities, business expansion
and job creation

• Long-term, fixed-rate loans for financing fixed assets –
usually real estate and equipment; Refinance allowed
in some conditions (new 504 Refinance Rules)

• Most often used for growth or expansion

• 504 loans are made through Certified Development
Companies (CDCs)

• CDCs are nonprofit intermediaries that work with the
SBA, banks and businesses looking for financing

• Conventional Loan to a Lender.
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To be eligible for an SBA 504 refinance, your business needs to 
meet these basic criteria:

• The business must be in operation for at least two years.

• The mortgage debt to be refinanced must be at least six 
months old.

• The existing mortgage must have been used or a refinance of 
a prior loan that was originally used for an eligible SBA 504 
project.  In other words, if the original project would not have 
been an approvable SBA project, then you may not be able to 
refinance with a 504.

• Recently expanded eligibility guidelines now allow loans to be 
eligible for 504 refinance even if the existing loan is an 
existing SBA 7(a) or 504 loan
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• Under the general 504 loan structure:

– Borrower is required to provide 10% of 
the equity in the project generally 

– 15% of equity injection is required for 
special purpose entity

– A private lender provides 50%  of the 
funding

– CDC provides the remaining 40 %
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• The CDC loan is backed by a 100% SBA
guaranteed debenture

• Debentures are sold monthly in pools to private
investors (bi-monthly for 10-year terms).

• The advantage of the program is that the CDC
portion (typically 40% of the project cost) is a
fixed, below market rate loan for 10 or 20/25 years

• In exchange for below-market financing, the SBA
expects the small business to create or retain jobs
or meet certain public policy goals

• 504 loans are designed to promote economic
growth within the community
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• Some public policy goals of the 504 Loan
program include:
– Business district revitalization

– Expansion of exports

– Expansion of minority business development

– Rural development

– Increasing productivity and competitiveness

– Restructuring to meet mandated standards and 
policies

– Changes due to federal budget cuts

– Expansion of businesses owned and controlled 
by veterans and women
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• CDC:
– The CDC takes a subordinate second mortgage to

secure it’s portion of the financing.

– Other assets of the business or principals are
generally not required to secure the loan.

– Additional collateral may be required if the business is
a start-up, if the credit has unusual risk, or the asset
being financed is considered a “single purpose” asset
or does not appraise high enough.

• Private Lender:
– For its 50% participation in the project, the private

lender will have a first lien on all of the project assets.

– The first mortgage loan from the private lender is not
guaranteed by the SBA.
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• Fees under 3%

• Long-term fixed rate

• Low down payment

• Full amortization

• No balloons
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SBA 504 Loan
(Commercial Real Estate & Equipment)

SBA 7(a) Loan
(General Purpose)

LOAN SIZE

Maximum - $5 million ($5.5 
million on industrial project)
on the SBA Portion (the 
debenture)
(There is no maximum project amount)

Maximum - $5 million

INTEREST RATE Fixed
Predominantly variable; some 
fixed-rate options

BORROWER INJECTION 10 %-20% generally
Prudent Lending Test/10% for 
refinance or change of 
ownership

MATURITY

• Either 10 – 20, year term on the 
SBA CDC portion
• Term of bank portion is 
negotiated with lender (7 years for 
10-year debenture; 10 years for a 
20 or 25 year debenture)

Generally:
• 5-10 yrs. for working capital, 
machinery, and equipment loans
• 25 yrs. For real estate loans
• Term negotiated with lender
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SBA 504 Loan
(Commercial Real Estate & Equipment)

SBA 7(a) Loan
(General Purpose)

ELIGIBLE BUSINESS SIZE
• Determined by industry type; OR
• Alternate Size Standard

• Same as 7(a) 

LOAN STRUCTURE
• 50% Bank Loan
• 40% CDC Loan
• 10% Borrower Down payment

• Loan structure negotiable 
depending on risk
• 10% Borrower down payment

PROCEED USES

• Purchase existing building
• Land acquisition and ground-up 
construction
• Expansion of existing building
• Building improvements
• Purchase equipment
•Refinance in certain situations

• Expand, acquire or start a 
business
• Purchase or construct real estate
• Refinance existing business debt
• Buy equipment
• Provide working capital
• Construct leasehold 
improvements
• Purchase inventory
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SBA 504 Loan
(Commercial Real Estate & Equipment)

SBA 7(a) Loan
(General Purpose)

PROGRAM 
REQUIREMENTS

• 51% owner occupancy for existing 
buildings
• 60% owner occupancy for new 
construction
• Equipment must have minimum 10-year 
economic life

• 51% owner occupancy for existing 
buildings
• 60% owner occupancy for new 
construction
• All assets financed must be used to the 
direct benefit of the business

COLLATERAL

• Generally, project assets being financed 
are used as collateral 
• Personal guaranties of the principal 
owners of 20% or more ownership are
required

• Subject assets acquired by loan 
proceeds
• Pledge of personal residence unless 
bank can justify why unnecessary
• Personal guaranties of the principal 
owners of 20% or more ownership are
required

FEES

• Fees are financed in the 504 loan
• Fees are negotiated for the 50% bank 
loan
• Servicing fee (lowest allowed by SBA) 
for CDC plus legal review fee

• Fees can be financed in the 7(a) loan
• Fees vary with size of loan
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• SOPs are the “Standard Operating Procedures” 

containing SBA’s loan program policies and regulations

• 50 10 is the primary SOP and covers the “Lender and 

Development Company Loan Programs”

• It contains the requirements for lenders and CDCs to 

participate in SBA lending programs

• Additionally, 50 10 discusses:

– The different levels of delegated status SBA grants to lenders 

and CDCs

– It sets forth how lenders and CDCs maintain their participating 

status with SBA

– Provides an overview of how SBA oversees its participating 

lenders and CDCs
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• 7(a)-Related 50 10 Provisions:
– General description of 7(a) loan programs

– Eligibility 

– Loan Terms & Conditions

– Credit Standard, Collateral & Environmental Policies

– Loan Authorization

– Submission of Application for Guaranty

– Post-Approval Modifications, Loan Closing & 
Disbursement

– Post Disbursement, Secondary Market, Securitization & 
Lender Reporting 

– Current version 50 10 6
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• 504-Related 50 10 Provisions:
– Purpose of 504 CDC Program & Credit Standards

– Eligibility

– Collateral, Appraisals & Environmental Policies

– Loan Application Procedures & Controls

– Loan Conditions/Authorization Requirements

– Closings

– Debenture Pricing & Funding

– Allowable Fees

– Rule Governing Borrower’s Deposit, Debenture Pools

– Common provisions combined with 7(a) provisions
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• While each program has specific forms to fill out

and document, the following are typical items

that are required from any small business in the

loan application phase:

Personal Background
(Form 1919; 1920)

Bank Statements

Resumes Collateral

Business Plan Income Tax Returns

Personal Credit Report Financial Statements
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• SBA Authorization (Review National Boilerplate)

• Title Requirements

• Searches

• Survey

• Property Business Approvals

• Leases

• Construction

• Formation Documents

• Insurance

• SBA Approvals

• Franchises

• Potential Issues/Time Sensitive Matters
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• Form 147, Note (Schedule A) – except SBA 
Express 

• Form 1050, Settlement Sheet

• Form 159, Compensation Agreement (for each 
required agent)

• Form 722, Equal Opportunity Poster

• Form 4506-T, Tax Return Verification

• Form 601, Agreement of Compliance 
(Construction >$10k)

• Form 148 and 148L, Guarantees

• Form 155, Standby Agreement
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• Mortgage Deed  / Deed of Trust

• Assignment of Leases

• Security Agreement

• Landlord Consent

• Borrower / Guarantor – entity resolutions

• Borrower’s Certification
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• The Loan secured by this lien was made under a United States 
Small Business Administration (SBA) nationwide program which 
uses tax dollars to assist small business owners.  If the United 
States is seeking to enforce this document, then under SBA 
regulations:
(a) When SBA is the holder of the Note, this document and all documents 
evidencing or securing this Loan will be construed in accordance with 
federal law.

(b) Bank or SBA may use local or state procedures for purposes such as 
filing papers, recording documents, giving notice, foreclosing liens, 
and other purposes. By using these procedures, SBA does not waive 
any federal immunity from local or state control, penalty tax or liability.  
No Borrower or Guarantor may claim or assert against SBA any local 
or state law to deny any obligation of Borrower, or defeat any claim of 
SBA with respect to this Loan.

Any clause in this document requiring arbitration is not enforceable when 
SBA is the holder of the Note.
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• Form 1501- Note

• Form 1504 – Debenture

• Form 159 – Compensation Agreement

• Form 1506 – Servicing Agent Agreement

• Form 2289 – Borrower Operating Company Certification

• Form 2287 – Third Party Lender Agreement

• Form 2288 – Interim Lender Certification

• Form 722 – Equal Opportunity Post

• Form 148 and 148L – Guarantees

• ACH Authorization

• CDC Board Resolution; CDC Certification
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• Mortgage

• Collateral Assignment of Leases

• Security Agreement

• Landlord Consents

• SBA/CDC Loan Agreement

• EPC / OC Resolutions, Trade Name 

Certificates
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• Document issued by or on behalf of SBA to
set forth loan requirements

• Loan requirements should match credit
requirements

• Sets forth required loan conditions and
collateral requirements

• Must be followed strictly

• National Authorization sets forth state specific
requirements
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• Use SBAOne to craft the Authorization

• Changes needed are done by 

memorandum 

– Ensure changes are made via E-tran or the 

Centers
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• The CDC and the SBA prepare the final 
Authorization

• Review carefully to ensure it matches the 
Bank approval and commitment (the 
Borrower’s expectations)

• Ensure the CDC reviews the Authorization 
with the Borrower

• Have the Borrower execute the Authorization

• Any changes need CDC and SBA approval
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• Authorization

• Appraisal 

• Environmental 

• No adverse change

• Injection issues
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• Review the transaction early to ensure SBA-
Eligibility

• Ensure your underwriting group captures all 
SBA closing requirements

• Review the commitment letter to ensure all 
SBA closing requirements have been met

• When the deal is accepted, embrace the new 
SBAOne process for your SBAExpress or 
PLP approval

• SBA Eligibility Memorandum – Not required, 
but it can save a guarantee
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• Work early and closely with your local 
CDC

• Joint calling with the Bank and the CDC

• Understand the need and Use of Proceeds

• Set expectations with the Borrower on 
timing

– SBA approves the Credit

– SBA approved the Environmental report

– SBA approves the appraisal
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• DO YOUR DUE DILIGENCE
– UCC Searches and lien terminations; Title Work; 

OFAC/Beneficial Ownership; Flood Search; Trade 
Names

– Construction approvals – unusual zoning 
restrictions

• 7(a) Authorization
– The Authorization is not a contract to make a 

loan.  The Authorization is not a Loan Agreement. 

– Incorporate via Loan Agreement

– Match up precisely
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– 7a – Lease must be equal to the Loan Term
• Exceptions for shorter term?

– 504 – entire premises to OC;  Minimum 20-25 
year;  Rent limitation

– Intervening Tenants 
• SNDAs – does the SBA give non-disturbance?

• OC Assignment of Lease

– Landlord Waiver / Assignment of Leases
• Depends on use of loan proceeds

• 7(a) Loans – Assignment of Lease (60 day notice + 
cure period)
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• Determination of Franchise-FTC Definition less 
broad than previous rules

• Eligibility

• FDD

• Franchise Agreement and Addendums –
compliance with SBA

• Universal Franchise Addendum

• Ownership & Control 

• Franchise Registry
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• Use of Proceeds:

– Ensure money used for intended purposes

– Two Party Check

– Wiring directly to Seller / Borrower’s Counsel 

(with undertaking)

• Lien Position:

– Perfection and Proof of Lien Position
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• List of Equipment/Fixtures

– Collateral for Loan

– Description & Serial Number

• Beneficial Ownership

– Spousal Implications

– Removal of Members prior to Application

• Insurance

– What is acceptable proof of coverage?
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• Follow SBA Unilateral Loan Servicing Matrix

– Do not compromise your guarantee; “Requires 
Prior SBA Approval”

– Document everything

• Conventional Portfolio versus SBA Portfolio

• Site Visits

• Annual Reviews

• Collection of annual financial statements

• Know your Borrower!
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• Work closely with your CDC

• Partner the CDC portfolio manager with the Bank 
portfolio PMs

• Service the conventional portfolio similarly as the 
SBA portfolio

• Any changes post-closing needs CDC/SBA 
approval

• Site Visits

• Annual Reviews

• Collection of annual financial statements

• Know your Borrower!
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• Track SBA portfolio for delinquency, get 
involved early

• Communicate with the Borrower

• Site visits; critical to maintaining the SBA 
guarantee-60 days

• Assist or modify when appropriate; work 
with your Borrower

• Conference with your Workout 
professionals, assist in next steps
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